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There are so many things
going on at IIM Calcutta
nowadays that even deep
insiders find it tough to keep
up. Our campus extension
work is proceeding apace
and new sections are
getting commissioned, our
faculty enhancement efforts
are continue in full swing
and new faculty members
are joining, our research
output is at an all-time high
with faculty members
publishing in a wide variety
of outlets, and most of all,
we have started celebrating
the 50th year of our
founding. What better time
to launch IIMC Sandesh to
tell you all about the many
wonderful things that are
going on here at IIMC!

Ajit Balakrishnan

Chairman's Message

Welcome

to

IIMC

Sandesh

From the Desk of the Editor

Welcome to the first edition of the “IIMC Sandesh”,
the Newsletter of Indian Institute of Management
Calcutta, What started as a small institution in late
1961 has today blossomed into one of the leading
management schools in the Asia-Pacific region. IIM
Calcutta, being the first institution in the IIM System,
November 14, 2010 marks beginning of the Golden
Jubilee of not only IIMC but also the IIM System. It
is a very important landmark in the modern history

of our country and the most appropriate occasion to launch the Internal
Newsletter. Being true to the spirit of the occasion the maiden issue of IIMC
Sandesh is dedicated to all those who individually and collectively contribute
to nurturing and building IIMC into what it is today.

IIMC Sandesh is aimed at keeping the IIMC community up to date with the
latest news and progress and to highlight the contributions of members of
the community. It would highlight the success stories of each programme,
office, department and individuals who have made a difference. This newsletter
would help us not only to share stories, milestones, experiences and learning
that otherwise may not reach all IIMCins, but also rejoice in and celebrate
each other’s achievements and success. In the future issues we would like
to add several new features such as a perspective section with debates on
issues of importance and significance for the wellbeing of the IIMC community,
some contemporary socio-economic issues where IIMC can make a difference,
and so on.

I, on behalf of the editorial team, thank all those who have contributed
enthusiastically towards launching the maiden issue of IIMC Sandesh and
fervently request each of you to support this initiative by sharing your thoughts,
information, ideas, experiences, stories, viewpoints, etc., regularly. We have
made a very modest beginning and know there are many shortcomings. We
sincerely solicit your views, suggestions, feedback and contributions to make
the newsletter into one that the IIMC community feels proud of!

Professor Sougata Ray
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The Editorial Team of IIMC
Sandesh interviewed Professor
Shekhar Chaudhuri, Director,
IIM Calcutta on the occasion of
the launch of this Newsletter.
Here is an excerpt.

It seems to me that for any
organization – not only IIM
Calcutta - it is very important to
have its own Newsletter to
communicate good news about
the organization. It’s a platform
to showcase achievements and
key activities, celebrate the
successes of its people and
highlight major products. When
s u c h  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s
communicated internally it helps
build a sense of belonging and
organizational pride. This is
crucial in these times when all
large organizations face the
challenge of attracting and
re ta in ing  good  peop le .
Otherwise, why would good
p e o p l e  w i t h  a d e q u a t e
qualifications and experience
stay on when competing
companies and organisations

may offer better
salaries, positions
and perquisites?

O n e  w a y  o f
retaining people is
to instill in them a
sense of belonging
to the organization.
It is important to
create a ‘family’
atmosphere even
w i t h i n  a n

organization. In an organization
this kind of feeling is generated
through multiple devices - the
internal communication that a
newsletter helps to generate is
crucial in an educational Institute
like IIM Calcutta. A newsletter or
house journal can also help
create a collaborative culture in
an organization.

I’d like to mention a few things
that are specific to IIM Calcutta.
I have seen that it is quite difficult
to compile information on our
regular activities - for example,
information about the research
done by our students and
professors who have been
publishing papers in various
national and international
journals and delivering lectures
at various forums. Our students
and professors have bagged
n u m e r o u s  a w a r d s  a n d
accolades. Unfortunately, many
of us in the IIM Calcutta
community often do not get to
k n o w  o f  s u c h  s t e l l a r
achievements. This happens
because we are not able to

source the information. I
s incere ly  hope that  the
Newsletter Editorial Team will
be able to  repor t  such
information on a regular basis.

A newsletter can help in various
other ways. In organizations it
can help counter misinformation
and quell rumours. Quite often,
people gossip in small groups
leading to negativity. Let me tell
you of an incident, where I think
in retrospect a Newsletter could
have helped.

A few years ago we were in the
process of deciding how to go
about creating addit ional
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  a n d
buildings…almost 5.5 lakh
square feet area…that required
a lot of money. There were
rumours that the money was to
be drawn from the Institute’s
corpus and there was a sense
of unease amongst colleagues.
The fear was that this would
jeopardize their pensions. The
fears were unfounded – they
could have been easily dispelled
with if we had a newsletter at
that time. It’s not always easy to
organize a meeting of the whole
community quickly.

Anyway, I called a meeting of all
employees in the auditorium and
addressed all their fears; I think
it did have a salutary effect. In
this kind of a situation, one can
leverage a newsletter to
communicate that this is what
we are planning to do, this is
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how we are planning to do it and
this is not going to jeopardize
the people’s future in the
organization.

We have not had a newsletter
till now; there were some efforts
earlier but somehow we were
not able to launch it. I am
therefore extremely happy that
our Newsletter Editorial Team
has now come up with the
maiden issue of our internal
newsletter — IIMC Sandesh.

You might be aware that we
have already launched a
newsletter for our alumni, called
Connexion. This augurs well for
building and sustaining the wider
network of IIMCians! I hope we
will be able to keep bringing out
this newsletter too on a regular
basis.

Here I’d like to add a word of
caution. Sometimes such efforts
get aborted. Often such
initiatives work for a while and

then come to a stop! We must
try and ensure that our
newsletter is sustained and
grows over time. It is only by
carrying on such activities over
time that a healthy atmosphere
is created and a culture of
transparency grows in the
organization.

Congratulations to the team for
this initiative! I shall look forward
to reading every issue of IIMC
Sandesh.

INITIATIVE FOR COMMUNITY ACTION (INCA)
Professor Vidyanand Jha, Chair, INCA
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IIM Calcutta, historically, has had a vibrant
mix of co-curricular activities along with
the curricular activities.  A large number
of student clubs function on the campus
focusing on a variety of activities and
events. One of the largest clubs is Initiative
for Community Action or INCA, as it is
popularly known.

INCA has been around since 1997. Though
some student clubs do have faculty
participation and guidance, INCA, right
since its second year of operation has had
a tradition of being chaired by a faculty member; also,
it has had faculty members working side by side with
the students in its activities.

INCA’s first Chairperson was Prof. Suren Munshi who
remained its Chair till 2004. Since then, I have been
its Chair. INCA, in terms of its activities, has been a
unique students club among the business school
students of India.  Its vision has been “To help those
who help others”.  In 1997, when social
entrepreneurship was not the buzzword it has currently
become, INCA started to help the Non Governmental
Organizations (some of whom would be termed social
entrepreneurs today) through providing pro bono
consulting to them. Idea was to reach the proverbial

last men and women of Mahatma Gandhi
through helping the people who directly
work with them.

Though the Media mostly highlights
business school students as concerned
with only money and career growth and
that too with a career in the well paying
corporate sector, the founders of INCA
realized that the students did have a history
of contributing to social causes when they
entered the hallowed portals of IIM
Calcutta. It may not be out of place to

mention here that even in terms of final career choices,
there has been a history of a small, but highly motivated
group of students of IIM Calcutta working with social
organizations either immediately after passing out or
after a stint in the corporate world.

Their challenge was how to do channelize this desire
to help the multitudes of the country in a more direct
and meaningful way? How could this effort be nurtured
effectively? Given this challenge, the founders of INCA,
came with a format which married the demands of a
high stress environment like IIM Calcutta with the
desire to contribute socially. Direct volunteering was
not taken as a viable option due to the time pressures
students had. So, this idea of consulting for social



sector organizations, which afforded a more flexible
time schedule which fitted nicely with the work
schedules of the students, came up.

This has been the mainstay of INCA activities over
more than a decade now. Somewhere during March,
the second year students responsible for running INCA
(the INCA organizing Committee members or INCA
OCs) select the members of the in-coming INCA OC
from the invited applications from current first year
students based on a rigorous and transparent criteria.
Members of both the incoming and outgoing OCs
prepare the plan for the next academic year’s activities
with the INCA chair.

Once the new first year students arrive, sometime in
July, the members of the incoming OC make selections
for INCA volunteers based on a rigorous and
transparent selection system. By this time, they have
also been in touch with the social organizations which
could be the possible clients for this year’s projects.
Around the same time, the INCA chair seeks the
involvement of faculty volunteers.  After all these three
sets of commitments are in place, the students groups
of 4 to 5 people which typically have a mix of students
from both the years  are allocated a project as well as
a faculty guide. The groups, along with the faculty
guides work on these projects for around more than
200 person hours spread over next five to six months.
There is a system of continuous monitoring of the
progress of the projects. At the end of the six months,
the groups present their reports to the faculty guide,
the concerned organization and the INCA Chair.
Individuals whose groups successfully complete the
project are awarded a certificate as well as a memento
in the form of an INCA T-shirt. Their travel expenses
are partially reimbursed by the institute.

Over last 14 years, INCA groups have worked with
about more than 100 organizations on more than 300
projects. Mostly these organizations have been from
in and around Kolkata. However, some of the
organizations have also been from other places like
Bangalore and Delhi. The work has been of myriad
nature. As the projects are demand driven there has
been a great variety in the work. If we group these
projects, some major categories emerge – viz. inter
alia, making strategic plans for the NGOs, creating
web sites and accounting software for them, creating
a fund raising plan for them, creating a marketing plan

for them, looking at organizational development and
human resources issues within the organizations.

INCA’s clients include CINI Asha, Samaritan Help
Mission, Manovikas Kendra, People for Animals, Joka
Organisation for Protection of Environment and
Development, Mon Foundation, Uttarayan, Palli
Unnayan Samiti, CRY, Vikramshila, AID, SASHA,
Sundarika Bartika, INTACH, Jeevika, Praajak, Mukti,
SLARTC, Cancer Foundation, Nanritam, Sumanahalli
(Bangalore) and Unmukta Nikash. These organizations
work in the areas of community development, health,
education, handicraft, child rights, animal welfare etc.
Most of them work with marginalized groups and
communities like villagers, leprosy patients, cancer
patients, slum dwellers, mental patients etc.

INCA has also undertaken activities like hosting social
entrepreneurs for interaction with the institute
community over the years. It has also helped generate
funds for some of the NGOs through marketing of their
products on the campus and helping them put up stalls
in various events held on campus.

In addition, INCA has also started an initiative at the
behest of the 17th batch alumni to start adult literacy
and vocation training for the mess workers on the
campus since the last four years or so.

It has also had two successful campaigns for collecting
donations of clothes and cash from the institute
community during the joy of giving week held annually
at the national level. All these activities have helped
INCA to reach the unreached. It has also helped in
initiating meaningful interactions with IIM Calcutta’s
immediate environment, the Kolkata city and
neighbouring areas.

With the enthusiastic participation of student and
faculty volunteers, the custom of participating social
organizations, the support of the IIMC community and
the support and guidance of successive directors,
Prof. Amitava Bose and Shekhar Chaudhuri, INCA
has reached a situation where it is becoming an
institution under the bigger umbrella of IIM Calcutta.
It has helped the participating organizations get timely
and meaningful long term support in capacity building.
It has afforded the students and faculty in gaining the
satisfaction of helping the disadvantaged. And it also
has told the world that at IIM Calcutta, we care!
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Rahul Mukerjee: Professor Par Excellence

Professor Rahul Mukerjee of the Operations
Management Group received the J.C. Bose
National Fellowship, 2010-15, from the
Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India. This is the most well-
known fellowship from the Government of India
for resident Indian scientists. It carries a monthly
fellowship of Rs 25,000 and an annual research

grant of Rs 500,000. So far, Professor Mukerjee is the only recipient
of this prestigious fellowship in the entire IIM system. Earlier he has
also received many other accolades including Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Award in 2000 in mathematical sciences for his outstanding
contribution in his chosen domain.

In his eventful academic career, Professor Mukerjee has co-authored
five research monographs that were published by John Wiley (New
York), Springer-Verlag (New York) and Marcel Dekker (New York).
They are "Randomized Response: Theory and Techniques", 1988,
with A. Chaudhuri, "A Calculus for Factorial Arrangements" in 1989
with S. Gupta, "Fractional Factorial Plans" in 1999 with A. Dey,
"Probability Matching Priors: Higher Order Asymptotics" in 2004 with
G.S. Datta, and "A Modern Theory of Factorial Design" in 2006 with
C.F.J. Wu.

His association in editorial boards of leading international journals
such as the Annals of Statistics (USA), Biometrika (UK), Journal of
the Royal Statistical Society Series B (UK), Annals of the Institute
of Statistical Mathematics (Japan) and Statistica Sinica (USA and
Taiwan) have reasons to see the sustained and ongoing development
in operations management. His special interests include design of
experiments, asymptotic theory and survey sampling.

He shares his academic excellence with some of the leading
international institutes and universities which include University of
Michigan, Pennsylvania State University, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Hiroshima
University, Chiba University, University of Hong Kong, Academia
Sinica, Nankai University, Seoul National University, National University
of Singapore, University of Malaya, University of Dhaka, Kuwait
University and University of São Paulo.

Faculty in the News

Bi-Lateral Talks With Foreign
Institutes
Professor Sougata Ray, Dean of
Programme Initiatives of IIM Calcutta
has visited some leading foreign
universities and institutes in United
States of America in August 2010 and
initiated talks with them for bi-lateral
agreements on various issues of future
development on account of international
exchange programmes. These are
student exchange programmes,
research alliances for faculty and
doctoral students and dual degree
online MBA programs at H. John Heinz
College, Carnegie Mellon University, a
double degree doctoral program, online
dual cert i f icate programme for
executives, dual degree online MBA
programme and a double degree DBA
programme for working executives
(Scholar Manager Program) at Fox
School of Business, Temple University,
women PGP at IIMC, faculty exchange
and joint research projects on women
specific issues, short joint MDPs for
women leaders and entrepreneurs in
India and other Asian countries and to
sign a fresh MOU at Simmons College,
Boston and an opportunity visit at MIT
Sloan School of Management.

Special Teaching Assignment
Professor Sushil Khanna of the
Economics and Strategic Management
Groups has been selected to the ICCR
Chair on Indian Economy and Business
at Copenhagen Business School. Prof
Khanna will spend about nine months
at the Asia Research Centre of CBS.
He is expected to enrich teaching of
Asian, especially Indian business in the
different programmes of the school as
well as deliver two Public Lectures.

News in Brief
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Towards An Interdisciplinary Approach

Professor Sudip Chaudhuri of the Economics group and Professor V K Unni of PPM
group visited Columbia University, New York recently in connection with the project on
“Impact of Patents on Innovation: Economic and Legal Perspectives from India, Brazil,

South Africa and Thailand”. We spoke to Professor Unni soon after he was back.

Q) What's your feeling on receiving such a prestigious assignment?

A) I was naturally very excited to work with the best researchers
in the field of Intellectual Property Rights who have made a mark
in the field through their constant research and scholarship.

Q) How are you planning to complete the assignment?

A) The first draft should be ready by May 2011 and there will be
a meeting at Columbia University, New York which will discuss
in detail the contents of the first draft.

Q) How would you coordinate the programme along with the
members from other countries?

A) It will be mostly done through e-mail; furthermore we are again meeting all of them at New York in May
2011

Q) In taking up such an assignment do you feel any additional responsibility towards society?

A) Definitely. This responsibility is well aligned with the entire objective of the project which is to analyse
the role played by patents in promoting innovation.

Q) You have been working in this area for a while. What is new or different about this project?

 A) Even though I have been a part of international projects earlier (one of which was done on behalf of the
European Commission and another for the German Ministry of Education and Research) this is the first
time I am interacting with a group of world-class researchers hailing from disciplines other than law. This
will definitely enable me to adopt an interdisciplinary approach.

Q) What's your focused area for future?

A) My focused area as far as this project is concerned is the "Analysis of Patent Litigation post 2005"
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Faculty Award
Professors of IIM Calcutta have reached milestones with their distinctive activities in their respective
domains. Professor Rahul Mukerjee received the J.C. Bose National Fellowship, 2010-15 from
the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. Prof. Bodhibrata Nag has been
awarded the 2010-11 Fulbright-Nehru Senior Research Fellowship sponsored by the US Department
of State's J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board and the United States-India Educational
Foundation. Professor Subrata Mitra was awarded the Fulbright-Nehru Visiting Lecturer Fellowship
at the Krannert School of Management, Purdue University, West Lafayette, USA, 2011. Professor
Prafulla Agnihotri was awarded as the "Best Professor in Marketing Management" by CMO Asia
and Professor Dileep S. More has received an award for "Excellence in Ph.D thesis Work".



Q) What's your message for the next generation of professionals both in academia as well as in industry?

A) I strongly believe that interdisciplinary research has tremendous potential in any field. Both academic
institutions as well as industry need to focus more on this type of research.

Q) Any special information that you would like to share with the readers?

A) During the first day when the research team met for the first time most of the foreign researchers were
carrying with them Prof. Sudip Chaudhuri's (IIM-C) book on "The WTO and India’s Pharmaceuticals
Industry...”. Many of the team members including Prof. Richard Nelson of Columbia University were referring
to the book as the most authoritative book dealing with the Indian pharmaceutical industry. It is a great
matter of pride for all of us here at IIM Calcutta.

Strengthening Networks with Industry People
Professor Dileep Satappa More, a new member of IIMC community who has

joined as an Assistant Professor in Operations Management group a few days ago,
has been awarded with "Excellence in Ph.D Thesis Work" at the 48th Annual

Convocation of IIT Mumbai held on August 6, 2010. The award includes a
Certificate/Citation and Rs 20,000/-. IIMC Sandesh spoke to him:

Q) What’s your feeling on receiving such a prestigious award?
A) I am very happy! It’s an honor to receive such an award. The award is a result of

my hard work, commitment and dedication to research; most importantly, it
acknowledges the contribution that my guide, Prof. A. Subash Babu has made
to my doctoral work. I regard this to be one of the landmarks in my life!

Q) What were the criteria used in selecting the awardees?
A) The award was based on a number of criteria viz. number of papers published

or accepted in peer-reviewed journals, impact factors of the peer-reviewed journals,
author sequence, number of citations, number of abstracts presented at international and national
conferences etc.

Q) How did you prepare yourself?
A) When I started my research work I had not decided anything…I mean one was not thinking of any award!

Based on one article I decided my area of research - “Supply Chain Flexibility”.  Thereafter, I read hundreds
of the articles. I worked passionately and sincerely on the research topic. Fortunately, things began to
happen - I published six papers in International Journals, two of them are review articles.

Q) Having received such an award, do you feel any additional responsibility towards society?
A) Both as an Indian citizen and academician, who has been bestowed with an award that acknowledges

my doctoral work, I definitely feel a responsibility towards my society. I believe charity begins at home so

Faculty in the News
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Special Projects Beyond Boundaries
Professor V K Unni and Professor Sudip Chaudhuri are jointly working on a project under a tentative title, Impact of
Patents on Innovation: Economic and Legal Perspectives from India, Brazil, South Africa and Thailand. The project
is done by the Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University and is co-ordinated by world renowned Prof.
Richard Nelson (Professor of Economics at Columbia University); it is supported by the Ford Foundation.  It is an
interdisciplinary study of the different aspects of patents in India, Brazil, South Africa and Thailand. The other members
of the team are experts from Brazil, USA, South Africa, UK and Thailand. The three different issues of the project
are: TRIPS compliance of domestic patent regimes and its impact on innovative activity in Pharmaceutical and
Electronics industries; patents as a measure of innovative activity; and the phenomenal increase in patent litigations
in the countries in question.
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I would like to improve the quality of life and further add to the
economic and knowledge value of the society.

Q) Is there anything new that  you are attempting in your current work?
A) I have already adopted a different style of teaching, playing games

for simple concepts and including projects linked to industry. This
would help me focus on research and publications.

Q) What's your focus for the future?
A) More focus would be given to research and strengthening networks

with industry people for doing practical research.
Q) Why did you choose IIM Calcutta ?
A) IIMC is well recognized as a business school in India. It has the best

environment for research and teaching, and a very good work culture.
I believe at IIMC one can improve one’s professional and personal
aspects of life. Moreover, IIMC has a very good reputation worldwide.
To be a Professor at IIMC really makes me proud!

Q) What's been your experience at IIMC till now? Any impressions about
Kolkata as a city?

A) I am really enjoying the IIMC system as there is a good combination
of research and teaching. I realized that the senior faculties are very
cooperative and supportive; they treat you as a friend. I am enjoying
my stay here in Kolkata – it’s the “City of Joy”. I do not feel that I am
a person from another state. People are so sweet here…it’s like
eating ‘Rasgolla!’

Q) Any other information that you might want to share with our readers?
A) If you really want to be successful in life work with sincerity and great

passion.

Paradigm Shift in Energy and Transportation Systems

Professor Bodhibrata Nag of Operations Management group has
been entrusted with "Modeling USA Railroad Operation Strategies
for Evaluation and Adaptation in the Indian context" at the Department
of Industrial & Operations Engineering of the University of Michigan
(Ann Arbor) in association with Prof. Katta Gopalakrishna Murty and
 Prof. Romesh Saigal and few others. His focused area is to bring

the power of mathematical modeling to make energy and
transportation systems more efficient and cost-effective. He discusses

his ongoing research with IIMC Sandesh:

Q) What’s your feeling on being selected for such a prestigious Fellowship?
A) I am quite excited since it gives me

tremendous opportunity to connect
with leaders in the field of operations
management and learn new
techniques of research and teaching
from them.

Q) What were the selection criteria?
A) The criterion is (as given in the

In an another development, Professor

Bodhibrata Nag of Operations

Management group is conducting

research on "Modeling USA Railroad

Operation Strategies for Evaluation and

Adaptation in the Indian context" at the

Department of Industrial & Operations

Engineering of the University of

Michigan (Ann Arbor) in association

with Prof. Katta Gopalakrishna Murty,

Prof. Romesh Saigal and few major US

railroads. This assignment is under the

aegis of the 2010-11 Fulbright-Nehru

Senior Research Fellowship sponsored

by the US Department of State's J.

William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship

Board and the United States-India

Educational Foundation

Max Planck Institute Lecture

Professor V K Unni was invited to deliver

the MIPLC- Max Planck Institute Lecture

on "Harnessing Intellectual Property for

Business Dominance: The Indian

Experience" held on October 11, 2010

at Max-Planck-Institute for Intellectual

Property, Competition and Tax Law,

Munich, Germany. MIPLC is the Law

School set up in Munich by "Max Planck

Institute for Intellectual Property" and

George Washington Universi ty

(Washington D.C) for IP education and

research and is the only such institution

in continental Europe where the medium

of instruction is English. The course

structure there is highly inter-disciplinary

and covers all areas of European and

international intellectual property,

competition, as well as topics from

related fields such as economics and

business administration.

News in Brief
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website http:/ /www.usief.org. in /  Scripts /
ForIndianNationalsForResearchers Fulbright-Nehru
Senior Research Fellowships. aspx) "Applicants must
demonstrate the relevance of the proposed research
to India and/or the US, its benefit to the applicant's
institution, the feasibility of accomplishing the research
goal within the stipulated period, and the need to carry
out the research in the US."
About the Fellowship, I quote again from the website:
"The Fulbright-Nehru Senior Research Fellowships
aim to provide Indian faculty, researchers and
professionals the opportunity to do research on
contemporary issues and concerns to contribute to
the creation of knowledge. The fellowships will be for
a duration of up to eight months and will provide
opportunities for research. Recipients will be affiliated
to a US University or research institution."

Q) How did you prepare yourself while working on such
a project?

A) I believe in a few precepts:
• There is nothing called adversity. Adverse

circumstances are actually opportunities in disguise.
The trick lies in discovering the opportunities. Never
give up, till those opportunities are unearthed.

• There is no end to learning. Even "useless and
thankless" tasks provide learning opportunities provided
you are open to learning.

• There is no substitute for hard work.
• Do not compete with others. Compete against yourself.
• Be true to yourself in your goals and values.
Q) Is there anything new or novel that you are attempting

in your research?
A) My research goal is to bring the power of mathematical

modeling to make energy and transportation systems
more efficient and cost-effective. The problems that I
am working on during the Fulbright Fellowship are a
few steps in that direction.

Q) What's your message for the next generation of
operation management professionals?

A) I feel that next generation professionals have the power
and responsibility of harnessing operation management
techniques for providing innovative solutions to take
our country forward.

Q) Any special information that you would like to share
with the readers?

A) I'd invite more professionals to take the opportunity of
the Fulbright Fellowships for their professional
enrichment. There are a wide variety of Fulbright
Fellowships available- details are given on USIEF
website www.usief.org.in.

Faculty in the News

Research Associates Recent Feats
Research Associate, Dr. Santwana Chaudhuri attended
the International Conference on Management,
Technology and Applications (ICMTA) held during
September 11-12 in Singapore and presented a paper
on “Knowledge Management in IT Industries”.  She was
a  speaker in  one  technical session in  the AICTE
sponsored  National Seminar  on  “Transforming
Organisational Culture for a Strategic Business Fit” in
Visakhapatnam, on 14th August 2010.

Research Associate, Dr Tarit Dutta worked on an
externally funded research study entitled “Advantages,
constraints and key-success factors of establishing
quality signs linked to the origin and traditions: the case
of Darjeeling Tea (India)” commissioned by the Food
and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. The
case study on quality product (i.e. Darjeeling Tea) linked
to the geographical origin in India is concerned with the
TRIPS of the WTO.  An e-book has been brought out
by the FAO and available at http://www.foodquality-
origin.org/documents/darjeelingTea.pdf and a book on
Geographical Indications in Asia, incorporating the case
study of Darjeeling Tea to be brought out by the FAO
soon.

Based on his study, Dr Dutta has presented papers on
G. I .  R e g i s t r a t i o n  P r o c e d u r e  i n  I n d i a ;
(http://www.foodquality-origin.org/ Bangkok/ SessionA1/
DattaGIregistrationIndia.ppt) and Geographical
Indicat ions in India:  Dar jeel ing Tea Case
Study”(http://www.foodquality-origin.org/ Bangkok/
11June/Datta. Darjeeling tea.pdf) at the invitation of the
FAO, European Commission and DIP, Govt. of Thailand
at the international conference on “Rural Development
and Agricultural and Food quality linked to Geographical
Origin in Asia: Lessons and Perspectives” in Bangkok.
 He also participated as a delegate at the 19th session
of the Inter Governmental Group (IGG) on Tea of FAO
held at New Delhi on 12th to 14th May, 2010 and
prepared a paper,” Tangible Impacts of Geographical
Indications on Darjeeling Tea Trade” and also participated
as a delegate of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
Govt. of India at the 19th session of the IGG on Tea on
behalf of Tea Board of India.

News in Brief
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New Age Library: Empowering the users

With the advent of the Internet and Google age, there were
apprehensions of the possible demise of libraries as organization.

21st century libraries all over the world, however, have made a
spectacular progress and firmly established the need of this

organization. Libraries of this century are identified as active, just-
in-time, facilitators of knowledge and not merely storage of resources
– the identity of yesteryears.  This has been possible by utilizing the

power of contemporary technologies and adopting new service
concepts by libraries. B. C. Roy Memorial Library of Indian Institute
of Management Calcutta takes pride in joining the libraries of this

new age. Swati Bhattacharyya discusses such New Age developments
with IIMC Sandesh:

Q: How did IIMC’s Library initiate a process of change?

A: Empowering users has become the philosophy of
libraries in this century. IIMC’s library began its
journey towards such a goal in the mid-nineties with
the   computerization of its records and transaction
processing activities. Anyone now can check from
any place the web-enabled catalog of the library.
Library users can monitor their account and renew
books online.  Besides computerization, keeping
pace with the publishing trend, the library started
incorporating resources in new media such as CDROM in its collection
long back. When the publishing mode switched over to the Web, there
was another shift in the collection to include web-accessible resources.
 Today, our library is not confined to its four walls only – it  can be
viewed as a space which is populated by printed materials located
within the library and a large number of electronic materials which are
either located on the local area network or on the Web.  This large
Web-enabled collection has freed the content from the library’s physical
boundary and facilitated its use according to the convenience of the
users.

Q. What is the focus of the Library now?

A. Content is important but the new challenges faced by libraries are
how to make such huge collections seamless in order to present the
same to the users through a single gateway and how to reduce the
distance between the users and the collection.  Electronic resources
are useful on the one hand, and on the other hand, multiple platforms,
each with its own characteristics for such resources, can be very
confusing and sometimes frustrating.  It is impossible for any human
system to keep track of active URLs of all electronic resources and

Faculty in the News

Industry-Specific Research
Projects
Some faculty members of IIM Calcutta
have received important industry-
specific research projects of late, which
underline the fact that the Institute has
a major role in Indian corporate and
industry. Professor Prafulla Agnihotri is
working on a case study on “Voltas ACs:
Can this brand be revived”, while
Professor Ramendra Sing is working
on an empirical study of the quality of
sales calls and its impact on sales force
performances and Professor Subrata
Mitra and Professor Partha Priya Datta
are jointly working on a study of
sustainability initiatives and sustainable
supply chain management practices in
Indian firms.

Recent Books Published
Prof. Bodhibrata Nag on "Optimal
Design of Timetables for Large Railways
published by VDM Verlags service
gesellschaft mbH, Germany in 2010

Prof. Anjan Raichaudhuri on "Managing
New Ventures--Concepts & Cases in
Entrepreneurship" published by Phi
Learning in 2010.

Prof. Ramanuj Majumdar on "Consumer
Behaviour: Insights from Indian Market"
published by Phi Learning in 2010

Prof Prafulla Agnihotri on "Principles of
Marketing", co-authored with Philip
Kotler, Northwestern University, USA;
Gary Armstrong, University of North
Carolina, USA and Ehsan Ul Haq,
Lahore University of Management
Sciences, Pakistan, published by
Pearson Education (Prentice Hall) in
2010.

Prof. Pulak Das on "Strategic
Management of Human resources: A
Resource Driven Perspective" published
by Cengage learning, Delhi in 2010.

News in Brief
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Faculty Training

Professor Biju Paul Abraham of Public Policy

& Management group, Professor Runa Sarkar

of Economics group, Professor Manju Jaiswall

of Finance & Control group and Professor Priya

Seetharaman of Management Information

System group attended a 11-days training

programme at Harvard Business School under

the title of The Global Colloquium on Participant-

Centered Learning (GCPCL) held from July 25

to August 4, 2010. This training is designed

exclusively for management educators who will

provide leadership and excellence in their

schools.

New Appointments

During the period from April to August, 2010

there have been a good number of faculty

members joined in different groups under

different category. Professor Ramendra Singh

has joined as Assistant Professor in Marketing

group, Professor Pragyan Rath as Assistant

Professor in Business Ethics & Communication

group, Professor Arpita Ghosh who is an

alumnus of IIM Calcutta in Fellowship

programme as Assistant Professor in Finance

& Control group and Professors Dileep Sattapa

More and Professor Megha Sharma as Assistant

Professors in Operations Mangement group.

Promotion

Professor Rajiv Kumar of Behavioral Science

group has been appointed as Assistant

Professor in Behavioral Science group with

effect from August 17, 2010 (F.N.).

Retirements

Professor Madhu Mishra retired on July 31,

2010 after having a successful tenure of service

at IIM Calcutta.

News in Briefto organize them.
Fortunately, there are
n o w  m a n y
technologies which
are available in the
marke t  and  by
explo i t ing these
technologies it is
possible to meet the
challenges mentioned above. IIM Calcutta’s Library has now
focused its attention to procure such technologies along with
content so that content can be effortlessly used by the users.

Q. There is a lot of talk about remote authentication nowadays.
Are we using it?

A. Yes. In addition to the technologies mentioned above, the
library has also established a facility, popularly known as
remote authentication. Remote authentication allows the
users to log into the institute’s server and then to access the
contents of the large electronic collection. Thus the library is
present on the table-top or on laptop of users wherever they
are on this globe. In effect it has reduced the distance between
the library and its users.

Q. Is IIMC’s Library in tune with current trends and needs?

A. Notwithstanding the presence of many technologies, personal
interaction still remains the backbone of the services provided
by the library. Such interactions take place in various ways
– face-to-face interaction, on phone, through email, orientation
programs – to name a few. Overall, our library has truly
become a hybrid library in terms of content and services.
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3 Cheers for PGPEX students with 3i’s
The National Competition for Management students (NCMS), a premier

annual B-School event was conducted by the All India Management
Association (AIMA). AIMA, in its 7th year, had 210 B-schools participating,
and the theme was "Managing Organizational and Managerial Challenges

in India". The team from IIM Calcutta consisted of 2 PGPEX students,
Anand Moroney and Sameer Karkhanis.  They were declared the winners
of the Eastern Zone and eventually went on to become 1st runners up in
the national final. Anand and Sameer, have a face-to-face session with

PRO Aloke Guin:

Q) How did the competition roll?
A) The event started with paper

presentat ion,  where the
part icipating teams were
supposed to write within 2500
words their views on identifying
the greatest threats to Indian
organizations and how these
threats can be transformed into
opportunities. The focus was on
identifying the challenges and
proposing workable solutions for the same with an emphasis on
thorough analysis of qualitative and quantitative data, and originality
of the action plans.
The next was the oral presentations made by the teams based on
their papers, where they had to present their ideas before a panel of
judges. The eastern zone finals were held in Kolkata. The judges
themselves were senior representatives from the industry, who tested
the teams on the originality, coherence, relevance and practicality of
the ideas. The top 2 regional teams were selected for the national
final. The final was a grand event held in The Sheraton, New Delhi,
and was attended by close to 250 industry veterans and college
students.

Q) What was your topic?
A) Our paper was on a unique and self-developed model called the 3i

model. The key wheels of the 3i model were Infrastructure, Innovation
and Inclusion. Our contention was that the majority of the problems
facing the industry could be broadly classified into the 3 mentioned
categories, which were also ‘wheels of opportunity’ that had to be
utilized effectively for the Indian Industry to propel forward in a
sustainable manner.

Q) What was your argument?
A) Infrastructure is the key driver that would take the industry forward

and make it stand against other competing nations like China, Brazil
and Russia. India needs to improve its roads, rails, ports, power, and
internet infrastructure in order to see a continued growth. This
infrastructure driven growth however would not be the end of all
problems and the other 2 I's of the model - Innovation and Inclusion

Students in the News
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8th Batch Alumnus received CII’s
‘Lifetime Achievement Award’

Confederation of India Industries (CII)
conferred the ‘Lifetime Achievement
Award’ on R Ramaraj, the founder of
Sify.Com, who was also a student of
the 8th batch PGP at IIM Calcutta. He
is also the current board member of IIM
Calcutta. He received this award at
CONNECT 2010 Valedictory function
held recently in Chennai, and the award
was given away by Hon’ble Deputy
Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, Shri M.K.
Stalin. R. Ramaraj is a Senior Advisor
at Sequoia Capital India. He has been
Chief Executive Officer of Satyam
Infoway Ltd. since April 1998.

IIMC Student at Copenhagen Summit

Our Fellow Programme (FP) student,
Myshkin Ingawale, collaborated with a
research team from the MIT SENSEable
City Lab of  MIT,  USA, on a
multidisciplinary project called “The
Copenhagen Wheel”. This project aimed
at reducing pollution in modern cities.
Firstly, they promoted bicycle usage
over car usage by easy conversion of
conventional bicycles into electric bikes.
Secondly, they enabled decentralized
data collection of pollution and
congestion metrics in the city for
real-time response and action by city
planners to various situations in the city.
The project was completed in December
2009 and on invitation from the lab and
the city of Copenhagen, Ingawale
presented it at the UN Climate Summit
that took place from 7-18 Dec. 2009.
The project evoked considerable
interest from the media, the public, as
well as the mayors from different cities
of the world.



Hull Award Winner -
Ramasubramanian Sundararajan

Ramasubramanian
Sundararajan, an FP
passout from IIM
Calcutta has won the
Hull Award, which is
presented every year
to two early-career researchers, who
exh ib i t  ou ts tand ing techn ica l
achievement and positive influence on
fellow technologists, at GE Global
Research.   A lead engineer with the
Computing and Decision Sciences
(CDS) Lab and with GE for close to 7
years, Sundararajan has an outstanding
track record of Technical Achievement,
Project Execution and Documented
Impact. His work has impacted multiple
GE Businesses across geographies.

Alumni Awards for Students

The Institute’s prestigious endowment
alumni award, Aditya Kashyap Memorial
Scholarship, which is given away for
receiving highest CGPA in compulsory
and elective courses, has been awarded
to Ankit Rattan Arora of PGDM this year.
This has been the maiden occasion
after constituting the award. The IIMC
Alumni Association Kolkata Chapter
has instituted certain annual prizes for
felicitating graduating students. These
include the Gold Medal for the first rank
holder in PGPEX, and a Gold Medal
for the third rank holder in PGPEX VLM.
 The IIMC PGPEX First Batch Alumni
has instituted the Silver Medal for the
second rank holder in PGPEX.

PGPEX Team won Ascent 2010

The PGPEX Team, Alpha Adroits, which
comprises of Parijat Garg and Pravesh
Khokhar, has won the Business Idea
Contest Ascent 2010 hosted by IIMC
Entrepreneurship-Cell. They submitted
a business idea/plan named leindein.org
which is based on the concept of peer-
to-peer lending. They were felicitated
with the Best Novel Idea of the

News in Brief
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Dramatics Cell Staged Independence Day Play
The Dramatics Cell of IIM Calcutta, one
of the oldest clubs on campus,
celebrated Independence Day with the
staging of “Court Martial”, a socio-
political Hindi play in 2 acts, written by
the esteemed playwright Swadesh
Deepak, directed by Rajeev Vasani and
Sudipt Agarwal. The 70-minute long
performance by the second year
students along with
FP students held the
audience captivated
with i ts powerful
s t o r y te l l i ng  and
compelling acting,
trai ts that are a
hallmark of the club.
The cast included
Amrutanshu Mishra as Col. Surat Singh,
Shweta Gautam as Judge Advocate,
Nihansh Bhat as Maj. Ajay Puri, Sudipt
Agarwal as Cap. Bikash Rai, Shreyans
Mehta as Jawan Ramchander, Rohan
Chinchadwakar as Sub. Balwant Singh,
Himanshu Singh as Captain B.D
Kapoor, Victor Mitra as Lt. Col.
Brajendra Rawat, Arpit Mathur as Cap.

(Dr.) Gupta, and Adrit Mishra as Guard.
With the Indian Army as its backdrop,
“Court Martial” is the story of a recruit
– Ramchander - who is on trial for
murdering one of his officers and
attempting to murder another. The trial
is presided over by Col. Surat Singh, a
hardened army veteran who has faced
many ‘life-and-death’ situations.

However, this trial
puts him in a peculiar
position (which he has
never experienced
before) as he realizes
that the stakes are far
higher than meets the
eye. The defense
lawye r,  Cap ta i n

Bikash Rai, is an unconventional army
lawyer and is in stark contrast to Major
Ajay Puri, a typical stiff collared
disciplined army man. As the story
unfolds and more details come out into
the open, the audience is forced to
question the limitations of the judiciary
and the caste based society of our
country.
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– also need to be addressed if India were to see itself as an economic
superpower.
Innovation, as shown by data, was not a major focus area for Indian
Industry. India lagged behind its rivals in all key criteria including
patents filed and also in terms of the number of researchers per million
people. Indian Industry also spent much less in both absolute terms
as well as percentage terms when compared to the rest of the world.
Inclusion, meaning the broad based growth of the whole set of
stakeholders of a company, particularly the employees and the society,
was critical for the country's unrest problems and overall growth. To
this end, we proposed a solution in which companies would address
the ‘bottom of the pyramid’ phenomenon in a sustainable and profitable
way. We cited the examples of Infosys for employee inclusion, Tata
Swach, who would provide clean drinking water to the masses, and
 Fab-India, which provides livelihood to thousands of rural artisans
in the country.

Q) What was the response of the judges?
A) The judges were impressed by our cogent and coherent thoughts,

thorough and relevant quantitative data analysis, and the originality
of the 3-i model, which led to the high ranking of the team in the event.
The IIM Calcutta PGPEX team was felicitated at the 37th National
Management Convention held on 22-23 Sept 2010 in Kolkata.



IIM Calcutta is committed to strengthen
the research output in the applied
management domain in India by
delivering quality doctoral students
through its Fellow Programme in
Management. The programme has
enrolled 25 students this year; many of
them have had successful stints in the
corporate and the academies. Six of
these students have degrees in
engineering and technology, 12 have
management degrees, including one
with specialisation in rural development,
and the remaining 6 have masters'
degree in science and/or arts. Most of
these students have previous work
experience prior to their join this
programme. They have worked in
academic areas in Delhi Public School,
as research associates in IIT Madras,
and as trainee teaching associates in
IIM Calcutta. They have also worked
with major services like IT services in
Infosys, Wipro, Cognizant, Tata
Consultancy Services, with public sector
enterprises like Hindustan Aeronautics
and HPCL, with government services
like Indian Railway Information Systems
and Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India,
and with major Indian and multinational
corporates such as ICICI Bank, Tata
Steel, Citi Bank and Caribbean
Information & Credit Rating Services
Ltd.
Some of the outstanding students of
this batch include Anjan Ghosh, Ambuj
Anand, Debarati Basu, Venkartaraman
S, and Sankalp Pratap, who have also
stated below interesting reasons for
choosing IIM Calcutta as their preferred
institute that would help them meet their
goals.
After a long and successful stint in the
corporate world, Venkataraman S., who
is an MBA from IIM Calcutta, joined the
Fellow Programme this year. He
believes that a greater participation by
industry professionals in research and
academics will be of benefit and help
build a stronger Indian economic and
business landscape in the days to come,
particularly at a time when India and
Indian businesses are poised to be world

leaders. On successful completion of
the Fellow Programme, he envisages
that it will augment his personal
knowledge and his qualifications and
enable him to pursue a larger field of
opportunities including teaching and
research.
While Sankalp Pratap, also an MBA with
11 years of experience prior to his being
admitted in Fellow Programme this year,
feels that corporations are a vital part
of the society and well-functioning firms
grounded in principles and ethics have
a lot of value to add to the communities
around them. Since research and
practice seem to belong to different
worlds and hardly speak to each other
in a meaningful way, thus losing out on
each others’ insights and hard work,
Sankalp wants to contribute towards

creating bodies of work/systems/forums,
which would bring research and practice
closer. He aspires to gain in-depth
knowledge of chosen topics by analyzing
various facets of the same and by
soaking in all that has been written,
spoken or debated about with the aim
of challenging and expanding the
frontiers of knowledge. The Fellow
Programme would provide him the
opportunity to develop skills in making
such deep inquiries. This exposure
would also enable him to develop the
context and the networks which could
be exploited in bridging the gap between
research and practice.
The Education sector has always
fascinated Ambuj Anand since his
parents have also been in the same
profession. He has always believed in
the need for quality education in our
society and for overall development of
the country. His desire to do something

Students in the News

competition and stood 3rd in the overall
ranking of more than 55 business plans.
The plan was judged by professionals
that included esteemed representatives
from TiE President Elect Kolkata,
Entrepreneurs, & Venture capitalists
during the day.

PGPEX Students adjudged First
Runners up in NCMS 2010

The students from the 4th batch (current
batch) of PGPEX, Sameer Karkhanis
and Anand Moroney, have been
adjudged as the first runners up in the
national f inals of the National
Competition for Management Students
(NCMS) 2010 held in Delhi recently.
Earlier, they had won the Eastern
regional rounds and subsequently
represented IIM Calcutta in the national
finals. There were eight teams in the
finals out of 210 B-Schools across the
country that participated in this event,
organized by All India Management
Association (AIMA). NCMS, a brand on
its own in the management calendar of
the country, is designed to provide
management students a unique platform
to hone their knowledge and test their
business acumen to battle with the best
in the country. The contest provides
opportunities to budding student
managers to develop analytical
capabi l i t ies, demonstrate self-
confidence and leadership abilities, and
eventually enhance their presentation
skills.

IIM Calcutta won IIMC-XLRI Meet
2010

The camaraderie and healthy sporting
rivalry between IIMC and XLRI is
legendary and one of the oldest
traditions since the 1970s among B-
Schools in the country. IIMC hosted the
event for 200 plus strong contingents
from Jamshedpur between August 31
and June 1. The two sides were at their
best, whether in physical activities like
Football and Basketball or in mental
tussles as in Chess and Carrom. This

News in Brief2010 FPM Batch
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year saw IIM C trump XLRI to victory
in 13 events out of 16. The story of
course does not end here with both
sides looking forward to battling it out
all over again in the next edition of the
Meet next year.
Induction of 47th PGDM & 17th
PGDCM Batch
IIM Calcutta organized its Freshers’
Welcome and Orientation Programme
2010 for the 47th PGDM and 17th
PGDCM batch of students and also for
the new students of the Fellow
(Doctoral) Programme on June 18, 2010
in the presence of the Director, several
activity chairpersons, the Dean
(Programme Initiatives), the Group
Coordinators of academic activity areas,
the Librarian and several faculty
members and officers. The chief guest
this year was Ms. Sangeeta Talwar, an
alumnus of IIMC (14th batch: 1977-
1979) and currently the President -
South Asia for the Tata Tea Group - and
Executive Director of Tata Tea Limited,
and also a member of the Board of
Governors of IIMC.
Annual Convocation for 45th PGDM
& 15th PGDCM Batch
The annual convocation for the 45th
PGDM and 15th PGDCM batch was
held on Saturday, the afternoon of 3rd
April. The leading social activist and
Ramon Magsyssay Award winner, Dr.
Sandeep Pandey was the Chief Guest.

 Mr. Ajit Balakrishnan, CEO, Rediff.com
and Chairman of IIMC’s Board of
Governors presided over the ceremony.
Seven students received Fellowships
while Diplomas were awarded to 226
PGDM and 52 PGDCM students.
Diplomas were also awarded to 51
PGPEX students and the Chairman,
PGPEX-VLMP announced the
convocating batch of PGPEX-VLMP.

News in Brief
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in this field was strengthened after his
participation in TATA Jagriti Yatra (TJY).
TJY gave him an opportunity to interact
with several successful entrepreneurs
which in turn fueled the spark in Anand
to do something he is passionate about.
He is committed to his state – Bihar -
which is one of the most deprived states
in India. He wants to start  a
management college there after his
tenure with IIMC. With the Fellow
Programme, he is sure that he will learn
the tricks of the trade that will help him
to realize his dream one day.

With 14 years of working experience as
a successful entrepreneur, Anjan Ghosh
decided to do a formal doctoral
programme in management. He
juxtaposed his decision with his last
assignment as Principal Researcher at
Infosys, heading a research initiative
on Innovation Cocreation Ecosystem.
Incidentally, Anjan attended one MDP
12 years ago at IIM Calcutta and he got
inspired and wanted to comeback here.
So doing FPM programme at IIM
Calcutta is a wish-fulfillment for Anjan.

Another participant, Debarati Basu, an

MBA in Finance, an Investment
Counselor in a private bank, and also
a Teaching Associate in IIM C, decided
to enter the Fellow Programme. The
gamble paid off and she realised through
her tenure at IIM Calcutta that only
academics would give her the kind of
satisfaction she seeks from life as it
involves continuous learning and
extensive research.

These students have come from various
academic institutes of repute, which
include Delhi University, Devi Ahilya
University, Jadavpur Univeristy, Bengal
Engineering & Science University,
Manipal University, and Madras
University, from leading management
institutes like IIM Calcutta, IIM
Ahmedabad, XLRI, IMT Ghaziabad,
Xavier Institute of Social Science, IMT
Nagpur, IMI Delhi, and also from
eminent engineering and technological
institutes like NIT, IIT Kharagpur, Vellore
Institute of Technology and BITS Pilani.
A few students have also come from
overseas institutes like VNIT University,
Pace University, New York and
Kathmandu University.

French Experts
on a Special
Session on
Environment
Mr. T Boisseaux, Attache for S & T
at the Embassy of France in India
and Dr. S. Treyer, a leading
environmental policy expert from
France, visited IIM Calcutta on
September 6 and met Professor
Jayanta Bandyopadhyay,
Coordinator, Centre for Development
Environment Policy. Dr. Treyer also
lectured on “Environmental
Challenges in Protecting Food
Security Globally and in India”, which
was addressed to the PGP students.

D I G N I T A R I E S  I N  I I M  C A L C U T T A
Professor
Howard Davies
Visits
Professor Howard Davies,
Associate Dean of Honkong
Polytechnic University, visited IIM
Calcutta during July 2010 and had
sessions with the professors of
IIM Calcutta. The key feature
included tips on getting the AACSB
accreditations. He was given
guided tour to some of the
prominent places of interest in
Kolkata by the PRO.
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IIM Calcutta celebrated Hindi Divas and
Hindi Fortnight from the 14th to the 18th of
September with various activities to promote
and popularise Hindi as the official language
of Govt. of India. On the opening day the
Director, Professor Shekhar Chaudhuri,
encouraged the staff and employees to come
forward and participate in the events
organised during the fortnight and to
cooperate with the Institute in its mission to
implement Hindi. Dean (PI), Professor
Sougata Ray, encouraged the gathering to
learn Hindi as it is a language which can
easily be adopted. He also highlighted the
benefit of learning the language. Shri Dinesh
Varma, CAO, presented details and status
of the official language in the institute and
described its journey over the last 3 years.

During the 15-day celebrations, all the
employees, officers and students participated
in various competitions organised by the
institute. The Acting Director, Prof Anup K
Sinha, in the presence of eminent Hindi
writer & poet, Smt. Shukla Chaudhuri,
concluded the fortnight on September 28.
According to him, Hindi is a sweet language;
every Indian must learn to interact with each
other in Hindi irrespective of his/her mother
tongue. Smt. Chaudhuri used references
and quotes from various eminent writers
and poets of India. The Students’ Literary
group, Persona, released a special issue of
Inquest which had most of the articles written
in Hindi. The students' band, JBS Baro C.,
also performed with some memorable
musical numbers.

Staff/Officers in the News

New Appointments
Two senior persons joined The Institute
in administrative positions recently. The
Group Captain, (Retd.) R. K. Das, joined
as  Manager,  Consu l tancy  &
M a n a g e m e n t  D e v e l o p m e n t
Programme, while Mr. Roddur Sen as
the Head, External Relations. Also,
recently joined Atanu Mandal as Sr.
Accountant and Saikat Barua as
Accountant.
Retirements
The Administrative Officer (Personnel),
Shri K. N. Naskar, and the Library
Attendant, Shri Jitu Rajbhar, retired on
September 30, 2010, while the driver,
Baldev Singh, office attendant, Montu
Das, retired on July 31, and the security
guard, Mohan Prasad, and the cleaner,
Smt. Surja Devi, did so on June 30 and
August 31 respectively.
Resignations
Group Captain, (Retd.) R. K. Das,
resigned as Manager - CMDP on
September 3, 2010
With Respect
Shri Samir Kr. Mondal, Sr. Accountant,
passed away on August 25, 2010.
Weekend Sojourn at Digha by the
non-teaching Staff

The non-teaching staff of IIM Calcutta,
comprising 185 odd members, including
their family members, went to Digha on
September 24 for a weekend sojourn
and returned to Kolkata on September
26. This occasion gave a welcome-
relief from everyday mundane routine
to all the members of the staff
community and an opportunity to get
together with each other on a common
cause.

News in BriefOfficial Language Fortnight Celebrated in Style

Forthcoming Events

Reminiscence 2010
Reminiscence 2010 stands for the 20th
Batch Silver Jubilee celebrations this year,
which would be held at IIM Calcutta in a
traditional gaiety and with much enthusiasm
from December 24 to 25, 2010. The
coordinator of the batch is Shri Arun Nagpal.

International Marketing
Conference 2010
The first edition of International Marketing
Conference will be held at IIM Calcutta from
December 27 to 29, 2010. The conference
seeks to cover a host of issues which are
not only relevant to the present day but also
hold promise for the times to come.  On
one hand, it will try to track emerging
patterns and innovations; while on the other,
it will seek to emphasize the role played by
some classic theories and practices in areas
such as communicating value, distribution
networks, nature and means of gathering
consumer insights, brand building etc.

International Finance
Conference 2011
The second International Finance
Conference will be held on January 10-12,
2011 at Indian Institute of Management
Calcutta. The Conference will focus on
financial markets and corporate finance.
The Conference will discuss latest research
and global practices in risk management,

corporate investment and financing choices,
scenario planning, and asset liability
management. Research papers are invited
from academicians, industry experts and
PhD scholars. The best three papers will
be chosen by a panel of experts and will
be announced on the last day of the
conference.

Paper Development Workshop
A Paper Development Workshop on
"Emerging India: Strategy, Innovation and
Sustainability" to be organized at Indian
Institute of Management Calcutta during
February 26-28, 2011, under the aegis of
Strategic Management Society - India
Research Initiative. The objective of this
workshop is to create a platform for aspiring
scholars from diverse disciplines and
functions related to management to develop
their research work on topics related to
broad areas of Strategy, Innovation and
Sustainability up to the level acceptable at
reputed international journals. The workshop
will provide an opportunity to get intensive
feedback from a few highly reputed strategy
scholars from across the world, including
editors and associate editors of top journals
such Strategic Management Journal,
Academy of Management Journal, Journal
International Business Studies,  etc.. The
details of the workshop will be available at
http://india2011.strategicmanagement.net/.
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Programmes in the News

This year, a total of 25 students, have
joined the Fellowship (Doctoral)
Programme, which is the largest batch
in the Fellowship Programme ever in
IIM Calcutta. This batch comprises of
20 students in the First year and 5
students in the Second year. The batch
has 8 girls and 17 boys. Interestingly,
all the groups have been represented
by at least one student in this batch.

This has been possible because of our
visit to potential institutes and
universities and also because of our
incessant discussion with likely
cand idates  about  the  Fe l low
Programme. This helped us increase
visibility and target good students
outside the CAT pool. Faculty members
had interactions with students about the
Fellow Programme at prominent Indian

universities, like Benaras Hindu
University, Allahabad University, IIT
Bombay, North-Eastern Hill University,
IIT Guwahati, IIT Madras, Anna
University, Madras University, etc.
Incidentally, IIM Calcutta is also the only
institute in India to provide full support
to doctoral students for three
international conferences.

Largest Batch ever in Fellowship Programme

Total registration as on June 21, 2010,
was 290 in PGDM and 52 in PGDCM,
which also comprises 252 (86.90%)
boys and 38 (13.10%) girls in PGDM
and 48 (92.31%) boys and 4 (7.69%)
girls in PGDCM. These include 4

students from Arts, 7 from Commerce,
322 from Engineering (all 52 students
in PGDCM), 6 from Science and 3 from
other streams. This batch has a mix of
experienced and non-experienced
students. There are 119 students without

having experience, while 11 students
have experience ranging from a month
to 2 years, 96 students from 25 months
to 48 months, and 16 students over 48
months.

The Profile of 47th PGDM & 17th PGDCM Batch

The 4th batch of PGPEX has 44
students including 5 female students.
Out of 44, there are 41 students who
have engineering degrees, including 3
who have post graduation (2 from
science and 1 from commerce). The
students, who have joined the one-year
programme, come from diverse
backgrounds such as IT, IT Services
and IT Consultancy, Defence services,
Telecom and Telecommunications,
Software and Software Services,

Petroleum, Healthcare, Power,
Construction, Banking and Engineering
Capital Goods. While IT and IT services
industry remains the dominant sector
in the batch, the group includes students
with a varied background too. Students
from specialised profession like
Aerospace, Construction and Defence
services have already joined this
programme, which underlines the fact
that this one year full time residential
general management executive

education programme would give face
value to their professions. This year, the
average and the highest GMAT score
of the batch are 710 and 770
respectively. The average age of the
students is 33 years while they already
have an average total work experience
of 9 years. While there were only four
female students in the entire batch last
year, the number has increased to five
this year.

The profile of 4th Batch of PGPEX

After successfully completing previous
three batches, the 4th batch of PGPEX
VLM is currently underway at IIM
Calcutta. The most important aspect of
this batch is that courses on Green
Manufacturing have been incorporated
for the academic session 2010-11.

Foreseeing the fact that green
manufacturers would play a vital role in
economic development worldwide in the
years to come, Visionary Leaders of
Manufacturing Programme appreciate
the proposal made by the National
Manufacturing Competitiveness Council

(NMCC) in its recently concluded 10th
Meeting of Apex Committee of VLFM
for inclusion of courses on Green
Technology for VLMP students,
considering worldwide thrust on eco-
friendly technologies.

Green Manufacturing Course in PGPEX VLM

The Institute would introduce 16 new
Long Duration Programmes (LDPs)
during the financial year 2010-11. The
one-year programmes are Advanced
Programme for Marketing Professionals,
Executive Programmes on Managing
Business Decisions, Programme for
Young Professionals, Programme in
Business Management, Executive
Programme in Sales and Marketing,

Senior Management Programme,
Executive Programme in Global
Economics for Managers, Programme
in Global Business Management,
Programme in International Business,
Programme in Applied Finance, and
Programme on Business Analytics.
While there are few others with shorter
duration, a nine-month programme on
Human Resource Management, a six-

month programme on Programme on
Leading and Managing and Executive
Programme in  Supp ly  Cha in
Management, a four-month Advanced
Programme on Strategic Management,
and finally an eight-month Certificate
Programme in Management of Software
Development.

A Handful of New Long Duration Programmes (LDPs)
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Happenings

In tune with current need of the hour
that B-Schools around the world should
have latest infrastructure, IIM Calcutta

has also joined the latest movement in
undertaking a gigantic expansion project
at its main campus at Joka. The
expansion project would be completed
in two phases and currently the first
phase is under process both in the
academic as well as in the residential
zones. The new academic complex
would comprise of five amphitheatre
style large classrooms of capacity
varying from 100 to 250 students; eight
amphitheatre style classrooms of 70
students and six other classrooms of
smaller capacity.  It would also have
several syndicate rooms to facilitate
case teaching and discussion, and
additional faculty offices. The residential
zone would have two hostel towers that

would accommodate 336 PGP students,
a central dining complex and an
executive guest house.
In the Academic Block, two Faculty
Blocks of 32362 square feet area and
two Class Room Blocks of 54152
square feet area are being completed.
The foundation up to plinth level of
covered area of 18050 square feet has
been completed, while in the Residential
Block, the Dining Hall building for a
covered area of 31426 square feet with
Hostel ‘B’ Building and Hostel ‘C’
Building of 65533 square feet, each,
have been completed. Moreover, the
Executive Hostel Building for a covered
area of 48900 square feet has been
completed and measured up to plinth
level with R.C.C. columns measured
up to the ground floor roof.

An Appeal
“All faculty members, research
associates, officers, chairpersons of the
committees, employees, office bearers
of the students council, and students,
are hereby requested to send in positive
information along with short write-ups
and relevant photographs of the self,
the peers and the subordinates to the
news le t te r  ed i to r ia l  team a t
newsletter@iimcal.ac.in, under the
subject header ‘Information for IIMC
Newsletter’. The Editorial Team reserves
the right to select news items to be
published in the newsletter on the basis
of priority and importance. The Editorial
Team’s decision in this regard is final
and binding.”
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Golden Jubilee Celebration
Begins at IIM Calcutta on
November 14, 2010
Implemented Academic
Administration Software
(AAS):
Institute has recently implemented web-
based integrated software covering PGP,
PGPEX and FP academic activities
using ORACLE DBMS By HCL
Technologies Limited. New software for
teaching and research, ILOG CPLEX
(optimization), STATA 9.0 (econometric),
AMOS (statistical) and MATLAB
(analytical simulation), has also been
implemented.

Implemented Finance &
Accounts Administration
Software (FAAS):
The Institute has implemented a Finance
& Accounts Administration Software
(FAAS) that has several modules: Oracle
Financials, Oracle Purchasing, Oracle
Inventory and Custom CMDP Solution
with effect from August 1, 2009.  The
Institute completely migrated to FAAS
from April 1 of this year and the legacy
system has been discontinued.  This
web-based integrated software covering
all aspects of Accounts & Finance using
ORACLE E-Business Suite is under
implementation by Pricewaterhouse
Coopers Limited.

IIM Ranchi Launched its
Operation
IIM Ranchi being mentored by IIM
Calcutta launched its operation on July
6, 2010, at SKIPA Auditorium, Ranchi,
through a colourful inaugural ceremony
to mark the occasion in presence of
Professor Shekhar Chaudhuri, the
Director of IIM Calcutta and the
coord ina tor,  Pro fessor  B .  B .

Chakrabarty. The Chief Guest was His
Excellency, the Governor of Jharkhand,
Shri M O H Farook. The vote of thanks
was given by the Secretary, Government
of Jharkhand, Smt. Mridula Sinha. The
event was followed by a cultural
programme by Padmashree Vishwa
Mohan Bhatt. The first batch of their
post graduate programme has 49
students.

Director Attended Half
yearly CALTOLIC Meeting
The Director, Professor Shekhar
Chaudhuri, along with the CAO and Sr.
Officer (Official Language) attended the
half-yearly meeting of CALTOLIC
(Calcutta Town Official Language
Implementation Committee) held on
August 24, 2010, and interacted with
key persons from various member
organizations under its fold for
measuring the policy that effectively
implements the Rajbhasha in IIM
Calcutta.

CAO as Key Note Speaker
Shri Dinesh Varma, Chief Administrative
Officer, was the privileged Key Note
Speaker on the occasion of Graphics
and Inte l l igence based Scr ipt
Technology (GIST) Seminar which was
organized by C-DAC on July 31, 2010.
This technology would feature various
aspects of advanced tools and
technology pertaining to application
areas such as ISM V6, Search Engine,
G-Trans, Localization Framework and
GIST-Rajbhasha Report Generation
Software.

World Class
Infrastructure @ IIMC

 News in Brief



Interview with Prof. B. B. Chakrabarti

Q) What was your feeling when
you were chosen to be the
Convenor of the Committee for
mentoring and starting IIM Ranchi?
What motivated you to take up this
challenging responsibility?

A) It was a great opportunity to
serve the country and spread the
goodwill of IIM Calcutta. Also, it
was a huge responsibility since we
knew that we would have to start
from scratch. Even the buildings
for offices, classrooms and hostels
had to be searched. However, I
was confident of support from my
colleagues in the Committee, and
the officers and staff members of
IIM Calcutta.

As far as motivation is concerned,
I must say that I was born in Ranchi
and it was essentially doing some
thing good for my place of birth;
secondly, IIM Calcutta will have
the satisfaction of starting a new
IIM, which will help in spreading
management education in our
country.

Q) What challenges did you face
in starting a new IIM in such a short
time? How did you overcome
those?

A) We could start our work in
December 2009 and the target was
to get the 2-year PGP running in
July 2010. When we reached
Ranchi in December 2009, we
were shown three facilities by the

Govt. of Jharkhand officials. We
decided that we could start the IIM
in Suchna Bhavan, a building
belonging to the GOJ. The hostel
facility was available in a nearby
GOJ Training Institute. The state
was under President’s rule and we

met the Adviser to the Governor,
Chief Secretary and Secretary,
H R D ,  t o  p r e s e n t  o u r
recommendation regarding the
building facilities. We received
communication from GOJ in
January 2010 that two floors of
Suchna Bhavan and 30 rooms in
the Training Institute could be
spared to start the IIM.

Then, Mr. R. C. Bhargava,
Chairman, BOG, IIM Ranchi,
announced the launch of the PGP
in 2010 itself in a press conference

in Ranchi itself on February 5,
2010. The members of the Task
Force prepared the PGP manual,
course structure, evaluation system
and academic calendar. In fact, all
the activities carried out by us were
approved by the Task Force
members, MHRD, GOI and GOJ.
We made a very detailed plan for
the speedy execution of all the
elemental activities and assigned
clear responsibilities with regular
follow-up and control.

I must put on record the great
support provided by our faculty
members,  par t icu lar ly  our
colleagues in the Task Force. We
started the student admission
process by the end of February
and completed it by June, 2010.
This was a great achievement for
our Admissions Office, considering
the fact that the process was
initiated after the regular IIMs had
almost completed their admission.
We simultaneously started
d e v e l o p i n g  a l l  r e q u i r e d
infrastructure for classrooms,
library, offices, students’ hostel,
backup power, computers, internet,
dining and recreation facilities. We
had only one person, Officer-on-
Special Duty from GOJ in Ranchi.
As such, all the administrative,
engineering and supervision
activities were performed by the
officers and staff members of IIM
Calcutta.

IIM CALCUTTA MENTORS IIM RANCHI
We cheer the 9th IIM at Ranchi. IIM Calcutta took on the responsibility to
mentor IIM Ranchi as desired by the MHRD, GOI. The maiden PGP session

of 2010-12 started with a bang in Ranchi on July 7, 2010. The new IIM
was born in just six months. A Task Force was created at IIM Calcutta,

and Professor B B Chakrabarti was chosen to be the Convener. He did a
marvelous job in gifting his place of birth another IIM to nurture and spread

quality management education. Professor Chakrabarti gave a detailed
account of how IIM Ranchi was launched:
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I am very happy to say that they
did a great job. We were committed
to provide faculty support to IIM
Ranchi. So, our PGP Office started
contacting our faculty members and
prepared a detailed schedule of
classes and traveling. We also
arranged the services of a doctor,
t i e - u p s  w i t h  n u r s i n g
homes/hospitals for emergency,
medical insurance for students and
tie-ups with banks for loans. Finally,
IIM Ranchi was inaugurated on July
6, 2010, by the Honourable
Governor of Jharkhand, and the
first academic session started on
July 7, 2010 with 45 students.

In sum, we faced a tremendous
challenge in starting a new IIM at
Ranchi in such a short time. We
could overcome all the hurdles with
the enthusiastic support of our
faculty, officers and staff members,
and with careful planning and
execution. We also received very
good support from the Government
of Jharkhand and the local media.

Q) Please share with us some of
the milestones.

A) The most important was, of
course, the commencement of the

first year classes on July 7, 2010.
This was fo l lowed by the
inauguration by the Honourable
Governor of Jharkhand on July 6,
2010. We also arranged for a
classical programme by Pt. Vishwa
Mohan Bhatt on that day.  Another
major event was on February 5,
2010, when the Chairman, IIMR
Board, Mr. R. C. Bhargava,
announced the launch of PGP in
2010. And we should not forget the
formation of the Task Force at IIMC
by our Director, which set the ball
rolling.

Q) What are the major tasks still
ahead for this project?

A) Almost all the necessary
infrastructure has been created by
now. The website has been
designed and the servers are
getting ready for hosting. We have
also recruited most of the initial
manpower necessary to start
operations. For the next year’s
batch, admission process has
already started through the CAT
system and IIMC Admissions office
has done the needful. A fully-
furnished guest house with four
rooms has been set up in Ranchi.

The most important task ahead is
the creation of infrastructure for the
next year when two batches of
students will be in the campus.
Faculty recruitment is another major
imperative; and then building the
permanent campus.

Q) When do you expect IIM Ranchi
would function independently?

A) Well, the new Director has
joined; our role will primarily be
advisory instead of executive. We
will have to transfer the accounts
from IIM Calcutta to IIM Ranchi and
also the management of the
academic programme. Hopefully
these will happen soon. However,
we will continue to provide the
mentoring support to IIM Ranchi
for some more time.

Q) How does IIM Calcutta benefit
by successfully mentoring IIM
Ranchi?

A) It was a national task because
MHRD, GOI, decided that IIM
Calcutta would mentor IIM Ranchi.
We have successfully launched IIM
Ranchi within a very short time
without much hassle. That is
certainly a matter of great
satisfaction and pride.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CALCUTTA
Joka, Diamond Harbour Road, Kolkata 700104,
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